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An Improved Cross-Layering Design for IPv6 Fast Handover
with IEEE 802.16m Entry Before Break Handover∗

Ronny Yongho KIM†a), Inuk JUNG†b), Nonmembers, and Young Yong KIM††c), Member

SUMMARY IEEE 802.16m is an advanced air interface standard which
is under development for IMT-Advanced systems, known as 4G systems.
IEEE 802.16m is designed to provide a high data rate and a Quality of
Service (QoS) level in order to meet user service requirements, and is es-
pecially suitable for mobilized environments. There are several factors that
have great impact on such requirements. As one of the major factors, we
mainly focus on latency issues. In IEEE 802.16m, an enhanced layer 2 han-
dover scheme, described as Entry Before Break (EBB) was proposed and
adopted to reduce handover latency. EBB provides significant handover in-
terruption time reduction with respect to the legacy IEEE 802.16 handover
scheme. Fast handovers for mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) was standardized by
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in order to provide reduced han-
dover interruption time from IP layer perspective. Since FMIPv6 utilizes
link layer triggers to reduce handover latency, it is very critical to jointly
design FMIPv6 with its underlying link layer protocol. However, FMIPv6
based on new handover scheme, EBB has not been proposed. In this pa-
per, we propose an improved cross-layering design for FMIPv6 based on
the IEEE 802.16m EBB handover. In comparison with the conventional
FMIPv6 based on the legacy IEEE 802.16 network, the overall handover
interruption time can be significantly reduced by employing the proposed
design. Benefits of this improvement on latency reduction for mobile user
applications are thoroughly investigated with both numerical analysis and
simulation on various IP applications.
key words: Mobile IP, handover, IEEE 802.16, FMIPv6, WiMAX

1. Introduction

As diverse wireless communication services proliferate and
anytime anywhere communication providing always online
service is becoming a norm in nowadays mobile communi-
cation, mobile devices are expected more and more to ex-
perience less data interruption and support higher mobility
when roaming within the network. Future wireless air in-
terface specification, such as IEEE 802.16m should provide
minimal interruption time in order to provide required Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) for future applications.

International Telecommunication Union Radio Section
(ITU-R) has commenced the process of developing ITU-
R Recommendations for the terrestrial components of the
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International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-
Advanced) radio interface [1]. IMT-Advanced systems are
mobile systems that include the new capabilities that go be-
yond those of IMT-2000. IMT-Advanced systems are antic-
ipated to provide a significant improvement in performance
and QoS.

Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [2] speci-
fies a protocol to improve handover latency due to Mobile
IPv6 procedures. FMIPv6 does not address the layer 2 link
switching latency. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
provides recommendation [3] on how FMIPv6 can be im-
plemented on link layers confirming to the IEEE 802.16e
suite of specifications [4].

IEEE 802.16 Working Group (WG) formed IEEE
802.16m Task Group (TG) to standardize the advanced air
interface targeting to meet and many cases exceed IMT-
Advanced requirements. IEEE 802.16m advanced air in-
terface [5], [6] provides enhanced link layer amendment to
IEEE 802.16e. IEEE 802.16m air interface specification
provides enhanced link layer handover mechanism called
Entry Before Break (EBB) handover which reduces link
layer handover interruption time in terms of link switch-
ing latency. As the name of this handover protocol lit-
erally implies, the EBB handover allows the mobile de-
vice to sustain connection with the current base station un-
til it establishes a new connection at the target base sta-
tion. Since the link layer handover protocol has changed,
and the FMIPv6 is mutually dependant on it, cross-layer de-
sign for FMIPv6 with the new link layer handover protocol
has to be defined. However, the joint design of FMIPv6
with IEEE 802.16m has not yet been proposed to the best
of our knowledge. Consequently, we first propose a new
scheme that jointly design FMIPv6 with IEEE 802.16m
handover protocol. The proposed scheme is denoted as
FMIPv6over16m, whereas FMIPv6 over the IEEE 802.16e
system is denoted as FMIPv6over16e. FMIPv6over16m
provides significantly shorter handover interruption time
as compared to FMIPv6over16e. FMIPv6over16m can
be designed without IEEE 802.16m air interface proto-
col modification since the latency performance of FMIPv6
can be improved with only link layer triggers. The la-
tency performance of FMIPv6over16m can be further im-
proved with very simple modification of IEEE 802.16m
air interface protocol. Further improved proposed scheme
is denoted as FMIPv6over16m+. FMIPv6over16m and
FMIPv6over16m+ are able to provide seamless services
of real time and data traffic while roaming between ac-
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cess points. How reduced handover interruption time of
FMIPv6over16m, FMIPv6over16m+ can benefit diverse ap-
plications, such as Voice over IP(VoIP), Video Teleconfer-
ence (VTC), Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) is thoroughly investigated and
demonstrated through simulation results. Since link layer
procedure does not affect the handover interruption time of
reactive FMIPv6 [7], predictive mode of FMIPv6 is the main
focus of this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2, the conventional scheme, FMIPv6over16e, is re-
viewed along with the system description of the proposed
scheme, FMIPv6over16m. Numerical analysis of the pro-
posed scheme as compared to the conventional scheme is
illustrated in Sect. 3 with further enhancement of the pro-
posed scheme (FMIPv6over16m+). Section 4 demonstrates
the benefits of the proposed scheme with various IP services.
Performance evaluation via simulation applied on the TCP
which is a prevailing data transmission control protocol for
various IP services is provided in Sect. 5 followed by a con-
clusion of this study in Sect. 6.

2. System Description

2.1 FMIPv6 over IEEE 802.16e (FMIPv6over16e)

Figure 1 shows the message sequence chart of FMIPv6 in
its predictive mode of IEEE 802.16e. The handover pro-
cedure can be classified into three phases, Network Topol-
ogy Acquisition, Handover Preparation and Handover Exe-
cution. During Network topology acquisition phase, Mobile
Node (MN) acquires information of neighboring target net-
works from the Serving Base Station (S-BS), such as sys-

Fig. 1 FMIPv6 handover in IEEE 802.16e.

tem information of candidate Target Base Stations (T-BSs)
through MOB NBR-ADV or scanning T-BSs and router re-
lated information of New Access Routers (NARs) through
proxy router advertisement (PrRtAdv). Based on handover
trigger conditions, the handover may be initiated by either
the MN or the S-BS. Since the origin of handover initia-
tion does not account for handover interruption time, we
base our handover sequence on an MN initiated handover.
When handover trigger condition is met, handover prepara-
tion procedure is commenced by transmitting the handover
request message (MOB MSHO-REQ) to the S-BS, which is
a MAC management message that conveys handover pro-
cedural information such as preferred handover candidates
and their measurement reports. Upon reception of the han-
dover request, the S-BS negotiates with the T-BS for coor-
dinating the handover procedure of the MN. The S-BS con-
firms the handover by sending the handover response mes-
sage (MOB BSHO-RSP) after negotiation with the T-BS.
Upon receiving MOB BSHO-REQ, the layer 2 of the MN
transmits LINK HANDOVER IMPEND (LHI) trigger in-
dicating that a link-layer handover decision has been made
and its execution is imminent to the layer 3. LHI triggers
FMIPv6 handover preparation procedure of fast binding up-
date (FBU) message transmission to the Previous Access
Router (PAR). After binding update negotiation between the
PAR and the NAR, fast binding acknowledgement (FBack)
is transmitted to the MN to establish a tunnel between the
PAR and the NAR, through which packets are forwarded to
the NAR. Hence, in aspects of IP layer data communication,
the MN experiences data latency during the link-layer han-
dover preparation phase. Then, the MN performs link layer
disconnection with the S-BS by transmitting MOB HO-IND
and starts the handover execution phase by re-establishing
link layer connection at the T-BS. Thus, it implies that the
connection to the S-BS is broken before performing network
re-entry at the target base station. The handover phases are
performed in sequential order. The S-BS, which receives
the MOB HO-IND message, starts to buffer any MN ad-
dressed data packets and forwards them to the T-BS. Hence,
link layer interruption originates from this instance. Upon
successful link layer setup, the layer 2 of MN transmits the
link up (LUP) trigger indicating successful link layer con-
nection establishment to the layer 3. After identifying the
success of link layer switch, the LUP triggers layer 3 to
transmit unsolicited neighbor advertisement (UNA) to the
NAR. When the NAR receives the UNA from the MN, it
delivers the buffered packets to the MN. Since FBU triggers
packet forwarding to the NAR, handover interruption time
can be assumed to be started when FBack is received [7]. In
the operation of the FMIPv6, both layer 2 and layer 3 packet
forwarding schemes are required. If there only exists layer 2
packet forwarding, the previous serving BS has to hold the
MN’s context and forward the packets destined to the MN
to the target BS even after the MN completes the handover
successfully. Such operation increases BS’s complexity of
data handling for MSs which do not exist in its cell. Also
there exists ambiguity of how long it will hold MN’s context
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and state machine. On the other hand, if there is only layer
3 packet forwarding, packets already arrived and queued in
the serving BS would be discarded which causes additional
service interruption time of recovering the discarded packets
on top of the handover interruption time.

2.2 Proposed FMIPv6 Procedure over IEEE 802.16m
(FMIPv6over16m)

To compare the handover procedure against FMIPv6, the
EBB handover signaling sequence of IEEE 802.16m is
shown in Fig. 2. As shown, it brings shorter link layer han-
dover latency with respect to IEEE 802.16e handover de-
scribed in the previous subsection. In general, the EBB han-
dover scheme allows the MN to maintain its connection with
its serving base station even during the network re-entry
procedure at the target base station. The network topology
acquisition is the same as IEEE 802.16e handover proce-
dure. Trigger conditions and metrics are defined in IEEE
802.16m which the MS and/or BS use to initiate scanning
and handover procedure. When handover trigger condition
is met, handover preparation procedure is commenced. Dur-
ing the handover preparation phase, there might exist multi-
ple candidate target BSs. However, IEEE 802.16m provides
the procedure to select one target BS among multiple tar-
get BSs. Since the objective of the paper is service inter-
ruption time reduction during handover, handover decision
algorithm defined in IEEE 802.16m is employed without
modification. To allow the MN to sustain the connection to
the serving base station, while performing network re-entry
at the target base station, the handover execution phase is

Fig. 2 Proposed FMIPv6 handover in IEEE 802.16m entry before break
(EBB) handover.

segmented into two intervals which are coupled and may be
repeated: Available and Unavailable intervals. During an
available interval the MN performs link layer and IP layer
data communication, whereas in the unavailable interval, it
performs link layer network re-entry procedure at the target
base station. Since such intervals are negotiated between the
S-BS and the T-BS, the unavailable intervals can be set con-
sidering real-time traffic patterns. As mentioned, in unavail-
able intervals the MN performs network re-entry procedure
to the T-BS, which includes timing synchronization with
T-BS by transmitting ranging preamble code which serves
same role as ranging code division multiple access (CDMA)
code of IEEE 802.16 and receiving ranging response mes-
sage containing timing adjustment value. In order for MN
to partially perform handover execution with T-BS, S-BS
assigns three parameters, Tact, Tdisc, and Tre to MN through
handover command message (AAI HO-CMD).

While the HO-IND message in IEEE802.16e system
served as an indication message for disconnecting from the
serving base station, an explicit Disconnect Time (Tdisc)
is assigned to the MN. Since the Tdisc value implies the
duration allowed for MN to perform network re-entry, it
should be calculated taking into account the expected re-
quired time for performing network re-entry considering the
MN’s system configuration, such as synchronization with
the target base station in terms of link quality and MAC
context. IEEE802.16m system yet defines a handover indi-
cation message (AAI HO-IND) message, but only as an op-
tional feature to serve as a purpose for handover cancelation
or selection of a single target base station among multiple
candidate base stations, hence, will not be included in the
HO interrupt time analysis for FMIPv6over16m HO. Tact is
the time for MN to start network re-entry at the T-BS. Tre

is the time duration during which the MN performs partial
handover execution with T-BS, also referred as the afore-
mentioned unavailable interval. Tdisc is the time at which
the S-BS stops allocating any uplink or downlink resources
to the MN and releases connection with it. After Tdisc, the
MN may perform any remaining handover execution proce-
dure with the T-BS for link layer setup, such as capability
negotiation or further link synchronization. However, gen-
erally the Tdisc is set to accommodate all network re-entry
procedures. Since the MN is allowed to retain connection
with S-BS until Tdisc we propose to delay transmission of
LHI, which will eventually trigger FBU transmission until
Tdisc which can result in shorter FMIPv6 handover interrup-
tion than FMIPv6over16e. The time triggering LHI trans-
mission to layer 3 is denoted as TLHI and calculated as the
following:

TLHI = Tdisc − NHARQ × Trtt − TBR (1)

where NHARQ is maximum hybrid automatic repeat re-
quest (HARQ) retransmissions; Trtt is the time required for
HARQ subpacket transmission and feedback reception; TBR

is the time for bandwidth request to transmit FBU.
Large TLHI value will result in long handover latency

and small TLHI value may not allow the MN to transmit
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FBU. We only need to ensure if FBU is correctly transmit-
ted to S-BS. When FBack is arrived at S-BS after Tdisc by
the S-BS, the S-BS forwards FBack to the T-BS which re-
lays the forwarded FBack to the MN as soon as the link is
established.

The conventional scheme sends FBU right after HO is
executed. This implies that the MN is disconnected from the
serving BS completely and no further data exchange is be-
ing done. From this time, the MN experiences interruption
time until data path is established at the target BS. How-
ever, in the proposed scheme, the MN is not disconnected
from the serving BS upon receiving the HO command mes-
sage. It maintains the data path with the serving BS until
the network re-entry at the target BS is completed. Since
the MN maintains connection during the network re-entry
procedure, any interruption time that may occur during han-
dover failure will not happen.

3. Numerical Analysis and Further Enhancement

We further compare and illustrate the interruption time oc-
curred during the HO execution phase of the mobile device
in correlation of link layer and IP layer perspective. The
total interruption time, which implies the non-data exchang-
ing period between the mobile and the base stations, during
the entire HO procedure eventually equalizes. This is when
latency occurred during the HO preparation is taken into ac-
count as HO interruption time. However, contiguous inter-
ruption time is considered as the key factor of latency mea-
surement. As the aforementioned unavailable interruption,
Tre, is scheduled not to impact any upper layer protocol, we
focus to analyze the impact of contiguous interruption time
only.

3.1 Comparative Performance Analysis

Handover interruption time (T e
int) of FMIPv6over16e is:

T e
int = T e

1 + T e
2 + T e

3 + T e
4 (2)

where T e
1 is the time required for transmitting the MOB HO-

IND to the S-BS; T e
2 is the time for switching radio fre-

quency which is omitted in case of intra-frequency han-
dover; T e

3 is the time for re-establishing link layer at the
T-BS, which reflects the average probability of CDMA rang-
ing code transmission failure; T e

4 is the time for UNA trans-
mission and packet reception from the NAR.

Handover interruption time of FMIPv6over16m (T m
int)

is:

T m
int = T m

0 + T m
2 + T m

3 + T m
4 (3)

where T m
0 is the time between FBack reception and receiving

LSW which triggers the link layer switch; T m
2 is the time

for switching radio frequency, which may also be omitted
in case of intra-frequency handover; T m

3 is the time for re-
establishing link layer at the T-BS; T e

4 is the time for UNA
transmission and packet reception from the NAR.

Radio frequency switching time, T e
2 and T m

2 can be as-
sumed to be same, which takes up to one frame (5 ms) be-
cause MN can not utilize a frame which is interrupted for
radio frequency switching. T e

4 and T m
4 can also be assumed

to be the same (15 ms: contention based bandwidth request
(5 ms) + UNA transmission (5 ms) + Packet arrival (5 ms))
since IEEE 802.16m employs a similar mechanism [6] to
IEEE 802.16e for uplink message transmission at the edge
of a cell. Since UNA transmission delay in the network,
processing time of UNA in the NAR and scheduling time in
the T-BS cannot be controlled and are not an interest in this
paper, they are assumed to be constant, 5 ms.

T e
1 takes minimum 10 ms (contention based band-

width request (5 ms) +MOB HO-IND transmission (5 ms)).
When there is a collision for bandwidth request, it would
take more considering the contention resolution process
which employs a truncated binary exponential backoff. T e

3
takes a minimum of 20 ms when radio calibration is done
through one CDMA Ranging code and MOB RNG-RSP ex-
change and no collision for bandwidth request occurs.

T m
0 is dependent on the arrival time of FBack and which

can be optimized to be negligible by controlling TLHI to re-
ceive FBack at Tdisc. T m

3 takes a minimum of 10 ms when
there is no collision for bandwidth request. T m

3 is shorter
than T e

3 because radio calibration is already done during the
handover preparation phase for FMIPv6over16m. There-
fore, handover interruption time of FMIPv6over16e: T e

int =

10 ms + 5 ms + 20 ms + 15 ms = 50 ms and handover in-
terruption time of FMIPv6over16m: T m

int = 0 ms + 5 ms +
10 ms + 15 ms = 30 ms. FMIPv6over16m experiences 40%
shorter interruption time than FMIPv6over16e. The actual
handover interruption time of IEEE802.16m may be even
shorter when taking account the frame structure, which al-
lows subframe level transmission and reception compared to
the burst allocation frame structure of IEEE802.16e. Also,
the processing time for packet encoding and decoding may
be improved which allows faster response to a received mes-
sage and eventually reducing latency between link layer
message exchanges. However, in this study, we have left
such detail aside to compare the sole benefits of the proto-
col.

3.2 BS Assisted MN Polling for Faster FMIPv6over16m
(FMIPv6over16m+)

In order to minimize the handover interruption time, trans-
mission time of FBU should be delayed until the last mo-
ment of layer 2 link switch. Despite of delaying the trans-
mission of FBU until the last moment, it should be success-
fully delivered before the layer 2 link switch. In order to
ensure both successful transmission of FBU and transmis-
sion time delay, the proposed scheme, FMIPv6over16m can
be further enhanced. The MN may request the S-BS to poll
the MN to transmit FBU by including a polling request and
the packet size (bytes) of FBU within the AAI HO-REQ
message. Upon such request, the S-BS allocates the request
uplink resource to the MN for FBU transmission. The pro-
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Table 1 IP network QoS class definitions and network performance objectives.

QoS Class
Network performance Nature of network Class Class Class Class Class Class
parameter performance objective 0 1 2 3 4 5 (unspecified)
IP Transfer Delay(IPTD) Upper bound on 100 ms 400ms 100ms 400ms 1 s U

the mean IPTD
Upper bound on the mean

IP Delay Variation(IPDV) 1-103 quantile of IPTD 50ms 50ms U U U U
minus the min IPTD

Note: U = unspecified

posed polling request has three purposes for enhancement.
First, FBU transmission opportunity is guaranteed. With-
out the polling scheme, the MN has to use contention based
bandwidth request for FBU transmission, which may incur
additional delay due to collision with other MN’s bandwidth
requests. Second, the S-BS selects the optimal polling time
of FBU with consideration of its channel status with the MN,
for the S-BS has the best knowledge of this. Third, the S-
BS may inform the T-BS that UNA transmission is required
after handover since polling request from the MN can be
interpreted as such a request. Upon receiving such an indi-
cation from the S-BS, the T-BS can poll the MN to transmit
UNA as soon as the link with the T-BS is successfully setup,
i.e., after successfully transmitting the AAI RNG-RSP mes-
sage. By employing the MN polling, T m

4 can be reduced by
10 ms because AAI RNG-RSP reception in downlink and
UNA transmission uplink can be handled within a frame
as long as UNA packet can be generated before the uplink
transmission opportunity.

4. Impact of Handover Interruption Time on Applica-
tions

How does reducing handover interruption time impact the
QoS for applications? In this section, impact of reduced
link layer handover interruption time is carefully investi-
gated. IP network performance parameters related to delay
and their values for various QoS classes are listed in Table 1
[8]. Since handover interruption time reduction is related to
delay performance, packet loss related aspects are not dis-
cussed in this paper. Example applications of each classes
are: Class 0 — Real-time, jitter sensitive, high interaction
(VoIP, VTC), Class 1 — real-time, jitter sensitive, high inter-
action (VoIP, VTC), Class 2 — transaction data, highly inter-
active (Signaling), Class 3 — transaction data, interactive,
Class 4 — low loss only (short transactions, bulk data, video
streaming, Class 5 — traditional applications of default IP
networks. As handover interruption time increases, IPTD
and IPDV increase. The example average total delay and
delay variation values† of typical network delay in [8] are
18 ms and 26 ms respectively. IPTD requirement can be met
with both FMIPv6over16e (50 ms) and FMIPv6over16m+
(25 ms). However, whereas legacy IEEE 802.16 system can-
not meet the IPDV requirement in some cases for Class 0
and 1, the IPDV requirement can be met with the proposed
scheme because maximum IPDV could be 51 ms in aver-
age which provides much higher probability of meeting the

IPDV requirement compared to FMIPv6over16e.
In case of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP),

which is used in HTTP and FTP, packet transmission delay
due to handover interruption time could degrade the TCP
throughput since TCP operates on a window based con-
gestion control scheme [9]. TCP congestion control con-
sists of slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit,
and fast recovery phases. During the slow start phase, the
congestion window (denoted as cwnd) is doubled until the
slow start threshold value, denoted as Wth†† upon receiv-
ing all acknowledgements for the previously transmitted
segments. When cwnd is bigger than Wth, the congestion
avoidance, where cwnd is incremented by 1 full-sized seg-
ment per round-trip time (RTT), is started. When conges-
tion is detected, congestion avoidance phase is finished and
fast retransmit and fast recovery phases are initiated [11].
Packet transmission delay longer than Retransmission Time-
out (RTO) degrades TCP throughput since the TCP starts
from slow start phase in the event of an RTO. RTO is typi-
cally 2 times the size of the Round Trip Time (RTT) with a
recommended minimum boundary value of 1 second [10].

The congestion window during the slow start phase is
derived as the following [11]:

cwnd(t + T )′ =
{

2 × cwnd(t), if cwnd(t) < Wth

Wth + 1, if cwnd(t) ≥ Wth (4)

Since the congestion window can not be bigger than
the size of the most recently advertised window, denoted as
rwnd, the congestion window is as follows:

cwnd(t + T ) = min
(
rwnd, cwnd(t + T )′

)
(5)

Due to larger RTO value than the handover interrup-
tion time caused by link layer handover, performance degra-
dation during the congestion avoidance phase (cwnd(t) ≥
Wth) [11] is smaller than during the slow start. There-
fore, handover interruption time of FMIPv6over16e and
FMIPv6over16m+ affects the throughput during the slow
start phase (cwnd(t) < Wth) worse than during other phases.

The duration of slow start during handover is:

RTT × log2 Wth + Tint (6)
†Values are measured when one access gateway, one inter-

working gateway, one distribution router and one core router are
used.
††because the initial value of Wth may be arbitrarily high, the

size of the advertised window (the size of the receiver window)
can be used.
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where Tint is the handover interruption time.

5. Performance Evaluation

Since FMIPv6over16m+ is our final proposal with fur-
ther enhancement from FMIPv6over16m, the performance
of FMIPv6over16m+ is extensively studied by showing
its performance comparison with the conventional scheme,
FMIPv6over16e, in this section. NS-2 [12] is used for
performance evaluation. Figure 3 shows the system archi-
tecture on which the simulation was performed. Network
delay (between Correspondent Node (CN) and PAR/NAR)
is assumed to be 50 ms and transmission delay to forward
buffered packets between PAR/S-BS and NAR/T-BS are as-
sumed to be less than 20 ms.

In the simulation, in order to evaluate the effect of
handover interruption time, packet error is not considered.
FTP is used to see the TCP behavior with the proposed
scheme. Since handover interruption time affects the TCP
performance during the slow start phase (cwnd(t) < Wth)
worse than during other phases, the simulation is performed

Fig. 3 System model for simulation.

Fig. 4 Congestion window change during slow start phase. No han-
dover means there is no handover interruption during slow start phase.
FMIPv6over16m+ is using the proposed scheme. FMIPv6over16e is us-
ing the conventional scheme.

to make handover during the slow start phase. Figure 4
shows the transition of TCP window size during the slow
start phase. The simulation environment settings are as fol-
lows: FTP service starts at time 0.5 second, MN handover
execution from S-BS to T-BS starts at 0.7 second. As sug-
gested in Eq. (6), the time cwnd reaches Wth, which is set to
be 300 in the simulation, is delayed by the handover inter-
ruption time (Tint). Since Tint of FMIPv6over16e includes
uplink synchronization via CDMA ranging, the handover
interruption time of FMIPv6over16e depends on the suc-
cess of uplink synchronization via CDMA ranging. Since
most MNs perform handover at the edge of a cell, control
signals for uplink synchronization may be lost during trans-
mission or uplink parameter adjustment procedure through
CDMA ranging may be performed which requires several
times of control signal exchanges. However, for the pro-
posed scheme (FMIPv6over16m+), such uplink synchro-
nization failure does not have impact on latency increase.
If MN has to re-transmit CMDA ranging code due to trans-
mission failure or uplink parameter adjustment, it is sent
within the EBB coordinated interval. Thus, the handover in-
terruption time of FMIPv6over16m is always the same even
if some control signal loss occurs for network re-entry at the
T-BS. In the simulation, the average CDMA ranging code
failure is set to be two times. Since the growth of cwnd is
affected by the handover interruption time, the number of
packets the CN can transmit is also affected.

Figure 5 shows the average throughput performance
comparison during slow start phase. We can clearly see
that the TCP throughput performance during slow start is af-
fected by the interruption time. The longer the interruption
time is, the lower the throughput is achieved. With a larger
transmission packet size (same number of packets as cwnd is
transmitted per transmission opportunity), the performance
gain of using the proposed scheme would be greater.

Fig. 5 Throughput performance comparison during slow start phase. No
Handover is a throughput performance when there is no handover dur-
ing slow start phase. FMIPv6over16m+ is a throughput performance of
slow start while using the proposed handover scheme. FMIPv6over16e is
a throughput performance of slow start while using the conventional han-
dover scheme.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an improved cross layering de-
sign for FMIPv6 with the newly introduced link layer han-
dover scheme for IEEE802.16m. The performance of the
proposed scheme, FMIPv6over16m+, is proven to be effi-
cient in terms of latency reduction and improved through-
put compared to the conventional scheme, FMIPv6over16e,
by as much as 40%. Handover interruption time reduction
improves QoS for various IP services including real time
applications in mobile devices. Mobile user experience us-
ing mobile devices with the proposed scheme will surely
be improved during handover. The benefits of the proposed
scheme are expected to be bigger with future IP applications
which have more stringent performance requirements and
future user mobility patterns which could be highly mobile.
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